Abstract-Current twig join algorithms incur high memory costs on queries that involve child-axis nodes. In this paper we provide an analytical explanation for this phenomenon. In a first large-scale study of the space complexity of evaluating XPath queries over indexed XML documents we show the space to depend on three factors: (1) whether the query is a path or a tree; (2) the types of axes occurring in the query and their occurrence pattern; and (3) the mode of query evaluation (filtering, fullfledged, or "pattern matching"). Our lower bounds imply that evaluation of a large class of queries that have child-axis nodes indeed requires large space.
I. INTRODUCTION
XQuery and XPath [1] queries are typically represented as node-labeled twig patterns (i.e., small trees). Evaluating a twig pattern over an XML document is therefore a core database operation. As with relational databases, creating an index over the XML document at a pre-processing step can significantly reduce the costs (time, space) of query evaluation. Similarly to text search, an index for an XML document consists of posting lists or streams, one for each XML label that occurs in the document. The stream consists of positional encodings of all the elements that have this label, in document order. In this paper we focus on the most popular encoding scheme, the BEL encoding [2] , in which each element is encoded as a (Begin,End,Level) tuple. The BEL encoding, although being compact, enables simple testing of structural relationships between elements.
Over the past decade, many algorithms for evaluating twig queries over indexed XML documents have been proposed (e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] ). Much progress has been made in supporting wider fragments of XPath and XQuery and in achieving better performance in terms of running time, memory usage, and I/O costs.
Many of the existing algorithms follow two trends. The first trend is the tendency to achieve good performance on queries that involve descendant-axis only nodes, while suffering from poor performance on queries that involve child-axis nodes. The second trend relates to the mode of evaluation: many current algorithms find all possible matches of the whole query in the document ("pattern matching"), even though they are required to output only the matches of the query's output node(s) ("full-fledged evaluation") or to simply return a bit indicating whether there is at least one match of the query in the document ("filtering").
These trends raise two natural questions. First, is the space overhead incurred by child-axis nodes inherent or is it an artifact of the way existing algorithms work? Second, does the pattern matching evaluation mode incur any overhead relative to full-fledged evaluation and/or filtering?
Our results. In order to address the above questions, we embark on a large-scale study of the space complexity of evaluating twig queries over indexed documents. Our lower bound results are quite strong, since they apply to the instance data complexity [9] , rather than to the standard data complexity. That is, we fix any query, not just a worst-case query, and then prove lower bounds for evaluating this query. Therefore, our lower bounds are given in terms of properties of the query as well as parameters of the document. Our analysis shows that the space complexity of twig query evaluation depends on three parameters: (i) whether the query is a path or a tree; (ii) the types of the axes in the query and their occurrence pattern; and (iii) the mode of evaluation: filtering, full-fledged evaluation, or pattern matching. Table I summarizes our results (marked in shaded background) as well as previously known bounds. We analyze each evaluation mode separately. We also categorize the queries according to the axis pattern of paths in the query (represented as a regular expression). To classify a query, we check if at least one path in the query fits the regular expression, starting 
, and "out" denote the document size, its depth, and the output size, resp.
from the lowest row of the table upwards. As the query size is typically small relative to the document size or the output size, we did not focus on it as a parameter. We use the 0 notation to suppress factors that are linear in the query size or logarithmic in the document size. Our results provide two theoretical explanations for the difficulty in handling queries with child-axis nodes. The first explanation applies to all evaluation modes and to queries that contain the (II)(1) pattern (i.e., ones that consist of at least one descendant-axis node that is followed by a child-axis node, such as I/alb; see the last row in all three tables). We show that the space needed to evaluate such queries is Q(d), where d is the document's depth. The lower bound follows from the need to simultaneously hold in memory candidate matches of the descendant-axis node that are nested within each other. Thus, when evaluating the query on highly recursive documents (ones that consist of long chains of same-label elements), Q(d) space may be needed. The second, and possibly more significant, explanation applies to the full-fledged evaluation and pattern matching modes and to (a subset of) the tree queries that contain the (II)(1) pattern (see the lower right corner at the second and third tables). We prove that processing such queries additionally requires Q(out) space, where "out" is the output size (approximately, the number of matches of the query in the document). As the output size can be as large as the document itself, it may be unavoidable to use a lot of memory on such queries.' 'Note that in general the algorithm does not need to allocate expensive main memory storage for the output, since the output can be written to a write-once output device.
Our study reveals another notable phenomenon. On tree queries that do not contain the (II)(1) pattern (i.e., ones that consist of descendant-axis nodes only or ones in which childaxis nodes always precede descendant-axis nodes; see the upper right corners in all three tables), pattern matching is subject to an Q(out) lower bound, while the other modes are not. We present a new twig join algorithm that is adapted for the filtering and full-fledged evaluation modes and uses only constant space for these queries. Thus, our algorithm demonstrates that working in the pattern matching mode, while only filtering or full-fledged evaluation are needed, incurs significant space overhead.
Due to lack of space, we feature in this extended abstract only an Q(out) lower bound for full-fledged evaluation2 of tree queries and the new twig join algorithm. Our new twig join algorithm differs substantially from previous approaches. Like TwigStack and its successors, our algorithm is "holistic", as it treats the whole query as one unit. Yet, unlike TwigStack, our algorithm is not "document-driven", but rather "query-driven". That is, rather than traversing the elements in document order and at each step looking for the largest query subtree that is matched by the current document subtree, our algorithm traverses the query top-down and advances the stream cursors to the next match. We include detailed theoretical correctness and performance analysis of our algorithm.
II. RELATED WORK
Starting with the seminal work of Bruno et al. [2] on holistic twig join algorithms, there have been many follow-up studies that presented improvements in the I/O and memory costs (e.g., [11] , [5] , [6] , [4] ) or extended the supported fragment of queries (e.g., [8] , [7] ). However, none of these papers presents a systematic study of lower bounds as we do.
The only previous work to address space lower bounds for processing twig queries was a paper by Choi et al. [12] . They state that any algorithm evaluating the query IIa[a and a] requires super-constant memory.5 Our study does not address a single worst-case query, but provides lower bounds for evaluation of any query. Our lower bounds are also finergrained and yield a quantitative characterization of the space complexity.
Chen et al. [3] compared three different indexing schemes: by label, by label and level, and by ancestors' labels. They demonstrate the impact of the chosen scheme on the classes of twig patterns that can be evaluated "optimally", i.e., without redundant intermediate results. However, their focus is on the two latter schemes, and not on lower bounds for the first scheme, which is the subject of study in this paper.
Several previous works proved space lower bound for evaluating XPath queries in other models. Gottlob, Koch, and Pichler [14] , Segoufin [15] , and Gotz, Koch and Martens [16] studied the complexity of evaluating XPath queries over XML documents stored in main memory. Grohe, Koch, and Schweikardt [17] proved lower bounds for XPath evaluation on external memory machines with limited random accesses. As the models studied in these works are completely different from the model studied in this paper, their lower bounds are not applicable to our setting. Bar-Yossef, Fontoura, and Josifovski [9] , [18] showed space lower bounds for evaluating XPath queries over a single XML stream. Lower bounds in our model derive the same lower bounds in the their model, while upper bounds in their model also apply in our model.
The multiple-cursor multiple data stream model was analyzed in [19] and a lower bound for reverse set-disjointness was provided. Yet, the paper focuses on relational algebra queries and not on XPath.
III. PRELIMINARIES Data model. XML documents are modeled as ordered rooted trees. Each node in the tree is called an element and is labeled 5While this statement is true, we suspect the proof included in [12] to be flawed, as it relies on a reduction to, and not from, evaluation of SelectProject-Join queries over continuous data streams [13] .
by a name or a text value. The edges represent direct elementsubelement or element-value relationships. Every document has an (invisible) root whose label we denote by "$". Figure  1 depicts an example document tree.
Similarly to previous papers on twig joins, we assume only leaf elements in the document may contain text. This makes the relationship element-value easier to represent and evaluate. XPath fragment. We focus on a fragment of XPath, which we call basic twig queries. Many existing algorithms focus on this type of queries [2] , [6] , [11] . The syntax of a basic twig query is defined as follows: Twig ::
Step Step Twig
Step A basic twig query can be represented as a tree, where each internal node is marked by a label and each leaf is marked by a label or by a text value. Similarly to documents, every query has an invisible root labeled by "$". One of the tree's nodes is designated as the output node6. Figure 1 depicts an example basic twig query. The output node is pointed by an arrow. Evaluation model. We consider query evaluation over indexed XML documents. An XML document is represented in positional encoding. Each document node is encoded as a triple: (Begin, End, Level), based on its position in the document. "Begin" and "End" are the positions of the beginning and the end of the element, respectively, and "Level" is the nesting depth. Positional encoding is the most popular format for representing XML documents, since it is simple and compact, yet it allows for efficient evaluation of structural relationships between document nodes.
An indexed XML document consists of a collection of index streams, one stream for every label that occurs in the document. For every label 'a', stream Ta contains positional encodings of all elements with label 'a' in the document, sorted by the "Begin" attribute. Each query node u is associated with a cursor in the corresponding stream Tu. An algorithm can read from a cursor position many times, until it decides to advance it. Cursors can be advanced only forwards, and not backwards. The output is written to a write-only stream. If two query nodes u, v share the same label, the algorithm maintains two separate cursors on streams Tu and Tv, which represent the same stream. We therefore abuse notation and use Tu to denote the cursor on the stream corresponding to u.
As mentioned earlier, the algorithms we consider are restricted to access only streams corresponding to labels that occur in the query. All known twig join algorithms conform to this restriction.
When analyzing the space complexity of an algorithm that runs over an indexed XML document, we do not take into account the space used for storing the input streams, the cursors, or the output stream. Modes of evaluation. We consider three modes of query evaluation: filtering, full-fledged, and pattern matching. The underlying notion in all modes is a match. 
IV. Q(OUTPUTSIZE) LOWER BOUND
In this section we present the Q(outputSize) space lower bound for full-fledged evaluation of tree queries that contain the (ll)(1) pattern. We define the output size of the evaluation of a query Q on a document D to be IFFEQ (D) , that is, the number of document nodes to which the query's output node can be matched. Strictly speaking, the lower bound does not apply to all queries that contain (ll)(1), but rather only to a subset of them, depending on the location of the output node in the query. Theorem 4.1 (Output size lower bound): Let Q be any basic twig query that contains the path segment lizlb. Fur- thermore, assume the following: (1) the output node is a descendant of the node labeled z but not of the node labeled b (this is where we require Q to be a tree and not a path); (2) the output node's label and z, b are distinct and do not appear elsewhere in Q. Then, for every algorithm for FFEQ and for every S > 1, there exists a document D, for which IFFEQ (D) < S and on which the algorithm uses at least Q(S) bits of space. The proof of the theorem appears in the full draft of the paper. Here, we prove the theorem for the special case Q = IIz[b]la. This proof captures the main technical challenges of the general case. Formally, the theorem is proven by a reduction from the problem of delayed intersection in the multiple data streams model. The MDS model. In the multiple data streams (MDS) model, the input data x is divided into several read-only streams, and the required output, f (x), is written to a write-only output stream. Each of the input streams is associated with a cursor that can move only in the forward direction. The cursor specifies which part of the stream has already been read. An algorithm can read from a cursor position many times, until it decides to advance it. When the entire input has been read, In the reduction we use the input s, t, u, v to construct the index streams of an XML document G(s, t, u, v) (see Figure   2 ). The document structure is the same for all inputs, except for the labeling of elements. When si 1 or ti = 1, the corresponding element si or ti is labeled 'a', and otherwise it is labeled 'c'. When ui 1 or v = 1, the corresponding element ui or vo is labeled 'b', and otherwise it is labeled 'd'.
We now describe an algorithm A for DINTn based on a given algorithm B for FFEQ. Given the input vectors s, t, u, v, A simulates B on the document G(s,t, u, v). To this end, A creates the two index streams Ta and Tb on the fly. The stream T, is fixed and does not depend on the input. Whenever B needs to read a tuple from Ta (resp., Tb), A advances the cursor of s o t (resp., u o v) until its next set bit, and "feeds" B with the corresponding tuple, which can be easily computed Fig. 2. The document G(s, t, u, v) .
based on the position of that bit. Whenever B outputs an aelement, i.e., an (si) or (ti) element, A outputs "1" in the same position (s n Vn), or (t n u)j, respectively. It is easy to check that the index streams constructed are well-formed. Note also that the size of FFEQ (G(s, t, u, v)) is at most 2n = S, as required by B.
A uses only k + O(log n) bits: k bits for simulating B and O(log n) bits for keeping the positions of the two cursors. We next prove that this algorithm computes DINTn correctly. G(s, t, u, v) ). We only have to prove now that if sk G FFEQ(G(s,t, u, v)), then b is a match, i.e., prove that the labels of elements sk and vo are 'a' and 'b', respectively. Since sk was output, then there is a match that maps a i-sk. As the only element in G that is a child of sk's parent and may have a 'b' label is vo, the only possible match is d.
The second case is when k > n. Now the corresponding bit is the (k -n)-th bit in (t n u), which is set iff both tk-n and Uk-n are set. The proof here is similar to the previous case, but with elements tk-n and Uk-n instead of Sk and vo. U
V. THE TMC MODEL
In this section we present a new model of communication, the token-based mesh communication model (TMC), which can be used to prove space lower bounds in the MDS model. After investigating basic properties of protocols in the model, we use them to prove the lower bound for the delayed intersection problem (Theorem 4.2). We note that the same properties are used in proving the other space lower bounds included in the full draft of the paper. These lower bounds could have been proved directly through the MDS by the end of the protocol. The max communication cost of a protocol P in this model is the length of the longest message sent during execution of P on the worst-case choice of input x.
The following shows a reduction from the TMC model to the MDS model: Proof: We will prove that any 2-dimensional TMC protocol computing the delayed intersection problem has a max communication cost of at least m = n-log((n + 1) - (note that here ml = 2n, m2 = n + 1). Now consider the i-th bit of s and the (n-i)-th bit of u in any input in PREF(i, ni). There are four possible settings for these bits, inducing a partition of PREF(i, n-2i) into four sets. We exclude from PREF(i, n-i) the four inputs, in which all bits are zero, except maybe for si and Un-i. By Recall that we excluded zero prefixes, which means that the output depends on t and v, which have not been read yet. Therefore we know that no bit has been written to the output stream yet. We now define two different inputs for P, on one of which P must err. The above prefixes (s', a') and (s", u") differ in at least one bit. First assume this is the k-th bit in s' and s", where k < i.
Consider any strings a C {0, 1} -I3, /C {0, l}i, and t C {0, 1}2. We next show that P must output the same answer on the two inputs: (s'/oa, t, ' o , 1) and (s" o av, t, u" o , 1).
Recall that PACKETi, n-i(S / a/) = PACKETi, n-i(S",u a), and that the suffixes sl o a o t and ua -i O a O 1 are the same for the two executions. Therefore, by Proposition 5.10, P outputs the same value.
On the other hand, we now show that DINTn(S/ a a, t, a' Q, 1) #t DINTn (S" o a, t, a" oa , 1). This would imply that P errs on at least one of the inputs. Recall that DINTn(s,t,U,v) is defined to be: (s n Vn) O (t n u). Since in both inputs v = 1, but they differ in the k-th bit in s, then their corresponding outputs also differ in the k-th bit in (s n vn). The proof for the other case, where the two prefixes (s', a') and (s", u") differ in the k-th bit in a' and u", is very similar.
We choose a suffix for the two prefixes, such that the k-th bit in t is set. This way the value of the (n + k)-th bit in DINT, of the two inputs is different, but the protocol outputs the same value. U
VI. THE TWIG JOIN ALGORITHM
We now present our new constant space twig join algorithm for full-fledged evaluation of queries that do not contain the (II)(1) pattern. The main procedure of the algorithm, depicted in Figure 3 , is Eval (Q, t, D) , which gets as input a query Q, its output node t, and a document D, and works by iteratively looking for a match of Q in D. For each match found, it: (i) outputs the document element et to which t is mapped by this match, and (ii) advances the t's cursor beyond et. The basic procedure used in the algorithm is NextMatchUnderSelf(u, en), which gets as input a query node u and the element et, on which the cursor Tu corresponding to u is currently positioned7, and returns true if and only if the sub-query Qu has a match in the sub-document De. Moreover, if such a match exists, the procedure advances the stream cursors to the positions that indicate the match.
NextMatchUnderSelf relies on the special structure of Q and works by recursively searching for matches of the subqueries rooted at the children of u. To this end, it calls the procedure NextMatchUnderParent(v, e u). The latter gets as input a query node v and the element eu, on which the cursor Tu (u = parent(v)) is currently positioned, and returns true if and only if Qv has a match in De,, where ev is a descendant of eu whose relationship with eu matches the axis of v. This procedure works by repeatedly advancing the cursor Tv, until finding the desired element ev. If a match is found, the cursors of the corresponding nodes are advanced to positions that indicate the match. The recursion depth of the algorithm equals the query depth.
Each level requires space for storing 0(1) document elements. Therefore, the space complexity is 0(1). The running time of the algorithm is linear in the document size. Example run. Consider the document and the query depicted in Figure 4 . Suppose that a is the output node. Initially, the three cursors point to (a,, bl, cl The proof of the soundness lemma is relatively easy and is done by induction on the height of u (see the full draft of the paper). We next prove the completeness lemma. We assume from now on that Q does not contain the (II) (1) Suppose that the lemma holds for all nodes of height at most k. Consider a node u of height k + In this paper we initiated a systematic study of memory lower bounds for evaluating twig queries over indexed documents. We provide an analytical explanation for the difficulty in handling queries with child-axis nodes, and also point out the overhead incurred by algorithms that work in the pattern matching mode. We present a new twig join algorithm that avoids this overhead, and achieves dramatic improvements in space for certain types of queries.
In the lower bound proofs, we make two assumptions about the model of query evaluation: (1) that every query node is associated with only a single cursor; and (2) that streams corresponding to labels that do not occur in the query are not accessed. In the full draft of this paper, we show how to eliminate the latter restriction when the label alphabet is sufficiently large. Overcoming the former restriction is more challenging and would require extension of our lower bound techniques or resorting to arguments similar to the ones used by Grohe et al. [19] .
We focused on the dependence of the space complexity on parameters of the document, such as its depth and the output size. Query size may be an interesting factor to investigate in future work. Finally, empirical analysis of our algorithm could provide insights for its usefulness on real data.
